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Tuesday, December 16, 1986
Informal Discussion - Breakfast

8:00 -

9:00

Overview and Information

9:00 -

9:15

Invited Talk - Molecular Clouds,
Cloud Chemistry and Steller
Collapse Models - Xander Tielens (UCB)

9:15 -

9:45

Formal Discussion

9:45 - 10:00

Invited Talk -Observations of
10:00 - 10:30
Star Forming Regions, Future Capabilities
and the Search for Other Planetary
Systems - w. Jack Welch (UCB)
Formal Discussion

10:30 - 10:45

Informal Discussion - Coffee Break

10:45 - 11:00

Invited Talk - Comparison of "Solar
Nebula" Models - Stuart Weidenschilling
(PSI)

11:00 - 11:30

Formal Discussion

11:30 - 11:45

Invited Talk - Physical Processes and
Timescales in Planet and Small Body
Accretion - John Wood (SAO)

11:45 - 12:15

Formal Discussion

12:15 - 12:30

Informal Discussion-Lunch

12:30 -

2:00

Invited Talk - Geochemical Trends of
Refractory Materials in the Solar
System - John Wasson (UCLA)

2:00 -

2:30

Formal Discussion

2:30 -

2:45

Invited Talk - Geochemical Tre nds of
Volatile Materials in the Solar
System- John Lewis (UAZ)

2:45 -

3:15

Formal Discussion

3:15 -

3:30

Informal Di s cussion - Coffee Break

3 :30 -

3:45

r

-2Invited Talk - Formation of Giant vs.
Terrestrial Planets - Alan Boss (DTM)

3:45 -

4:15

Formal Discussion

4:15 -

4:30

Tutorial- IRAS Comparisons of Comets
and Asteroids- Clark Chapman (PSI)

4:30-

4:45

Formal Discussion

4:45 -

4:55

Tutorial - Primitive Populations and the
4:55 Cratering Record - Eugene Shoemaker (USGS)

5:10

Formal Discussion

5:10

-

5:20

Tutorial - New Models of the Early Sun George Bowen (ISU)

5:20

-

5:35

Formal Discussion

5:35

-

5:45

Formal . Discussion with mini-presentation
using 1-2 slides

5:45

-

6:15

Informal Discussion - Cocktails

6:30

7:00

Informal Discussion - Dinner

7:00

-

Invited Summary of the Day's Talks George Wetherill (DTM)

8:30

-

9:00

Discussion and Organization of Working
Groups

9:00

-

9:30

Reception

9:30

-

8:30

10:30(?)

Wednesday, December 17, 1986
Working Group Meetings - Draft detailed
outline of reports

9:00 - 11:00

Informal Discussion - Coffee Break

11:00 - 11:15

Plenary Session - 10 minute summary
from Working Group Chairmen followed
by discussion

11:15 - 12:30

Lunch

12:30 -

2:00

Working Group Meetings - Draft and revise
detailed outline of reports

2:00

4:00

Informal Discussion - Coffee Break

4:00 -

4:15

-3Plenary Session - 10 minute summary
from Working Group Chairmen followed
by discussion

4:15 -

5:30

Round table discussion of "forgotten"
items - possible organization of 1-2
additional Working Groups

5:30 -

6:15

Informal Discussion - Cocktails

6:30 -

7:00

Informal Discussion - Dinner

7:00 -

8:30

Working Group Meetings or additional
small group discussions

8:30 - 10:30

Reception

8:30 - 10:30

Thursday, December 18, 1986
Panel Discussion (Panel of Working Group
Chairmen) "The #l research priority
of my group is
"

9:00 - 12:00

Adjourn

12:00

Lunch

12:00 -

1:30

Effects of Main-Sequence Mass Loss on Solar System Evolution

G. H. Bowen
Astronomy Program, Physics Department, Iowa State University

The main-sequence mass-loss hypothesis of Willson et al. 1 implies that the
Sun may have lost about half its initial mass by means of a stellar wind during
the early part of its life on the main sequence.

Here I discuss a number of

consequences of such mass loss for the early solar system, including effects on
tidal spindown, early planet climates, the composition of Mercury, and the
intense early lunar bombardment.

The predicted effects, though sometimes

surprising, appear to be consistent with observational evidence and helpful
in resolving various persistent problems.

I interpret this as giving indirect

support for the main-sequence mass-loss hypothesis as well as new insight into
solar system evolution.
It is generally believed that a strong .early wind of rather brief duration
flowed from the pre-main-sequence Sun, removing the gas and dust of the presolar nebula 2 but not causing a large reduction in the Sun's mass.
the wind referred to here, however.

That is not

We shall be considering instead the

effects of a (continuing) wind of more modest strength which flows for a sufficiently extended period to give a large integrated mass loss.

This causes

changes in the Sun's gravity, luminosity, and effective temperature, and the
wind itself gives a powerful pseudo Poynting-Robertson effect on orbiting
bodies.

The variety of the consequences is remarkable.

Each of the effects discQssed will be illustrated by numerical calculations, with occasional reference to three simple models for the time

2

dependence of the Sun's mass, M, in solar mass units:
Model A:

M= 1

= constant

Model B:

M = 1 + exp(-t/200 Myr)

Model C:

M = 1 + 0.75 exp(-t/180 Myr) + 0.25 exp(-t/500 Myr).

Thus A is the standard constant-mass sun, whereas B and C both decrease from
M0

2.0 to a final value of M = 1.

The exponential time dependence of B was

arbitrarily chosen because it is a simple, commonly occurring function which
decreases asymptotically to a final value in a fairly well defined time.

The

slightly more complicated function of C was included because it appeared helpful for some purposes to have the last part of the mass loss occur on a longer
time scale than the first; this seems plausible on physical grounds, since the
structure of the star and the probable mechanism of mass loss are expected to
change character at about M = 1.25 (ref. 1).

Solar luminosity data, which are

needed for some purposes, were supplied by Guzik from modeling calculations
made for reference 2; for the initial Sun, M0
Teff

~

9200 K.

= 2.0,

L0 • 15 L~ and

The numerical value of the initial solar mass is most tightly

constrained by the effect described 1n item 5 below; that of the time constant
in the exponential functions by the effects in items 3 and 4.

It is note-

worthy that the same set of parameters gives satisfactory results 1n stellar
evolution 1 , in solar modeling 3 , and for a variety of solar system phenomena.
The discussion will be confined almost entirely to the inner solar system,
i.e. the region of the terrestrial planets and asteroids.

It is assumed that

the solar nebula cleared throughout this region at approximately the same time
(i.e. within

~t

<<

200 Myr), exposing objects there to the solar radiation and

wind; that time 1s called t • 0.

(Hydrogen fusion probably began in the Sun

about then also, but the precise timing of that event is not crucial to the

3

arguments that follow.)

It 1s further assumed that planets or large planet-

simals were present at that time, since small material would thereafter have
been rapidly removed from the entire region by the solar wind, precluding
extensive further aggregation at that size level.

Final accretion and for-

mation of the inner planets is presumed to have occurred through the sweeping
up by large bodies of the considerable remaining debris, plus massive collis1ons of planetesimals 4 •

Item 3, below, bears importantly on these processes.

The following effects would have occurred if the Sun lost mass as
suggested.
1.

S.aller early planetary orbits.

During a secular decrease in the Sun's mass, M, the semimajor axis of a
planet's orbit, a, increases so that Ma =constant; there is no secular change
in the eccentricity 5 •

(This assumes that the effect of the outflowing wind on

the orbiting body is negligible, which 1s true for the major planets, though
not for smaller bodies.

See item 3.)

....--~

Thus if the Sun's mass was once 2.0 Met:.:)

the Earth's orbital radius was then 0.5 AU.

____/

In fact the size scale of the

entire planetary system must have been correspondingly smaller.

This effect

underlies all the others to be described.
If planetesimals formed at smaller radii, the particle density in the
smaller region of formation would have been greater, increasing collision
rates.

The time scale for accretion must have been substantially shorter

than is usually supposed.
2.

Larger early tidal torques.

Although rotation of the terrestrial planets may have been significantly
affected by late massive collisions, the present very slow rotation of Mercury
and Venus must be due primarily if not entirely to solar tidal torques.
ventional calculations easily account for the spindown of Mercury from a

Con-

4

presumed high primordial rotation rate to its present value in a time of the
order of 10 9 years, even with moderately high Q (i.e. low dissipation) 6 •
presents a more difficult problem, however.

Venus

Straightforward calculation of its

tidal spindown time from an initial period of 10-12 hours by a torque described
2
6
5
tsin(2o)/2r b. , with 26 = 1/Q, gives a
R
sun p 1 ane
or 1t
value about twice the age of the solar system (8-10 x 109 yr), even using the

by the expression 7 T

=

3k 2 GM

relatively low Q of 15 deduced for the present Earth, which is thought to
result from large dissipation in shallow seas and may not be appropriate for
Venus.

Several ad hoc solutions have been suggested.

The mass-loss hypothesis gives a natural answer to this problem.

A larger

early solar mass and correspondingly smaller planet-sun distance give a much
larger tidal torque.

Since T

«

M2 /r 6 and r

«

1/M, therefore T

«

M8 ; an initial

solar mass M0 = 2 thus gives a torque 256 times the value expected forM= 1.
Figure l shows the integrated tidal torque as a function of time for Models A,
B, and C.

For ease of interpretation this is expressed as the time during

which the torque of a constant 1 M8 sun (i.e. Model A) would give the same
integrated torque:
t equ1valent
·

= T-1
1

8
! TlM dt =! M dt,

where M is expressed in solar mass units, as before.

(1)
Either of the mass-losing

models would give complete spindown of Venus quite easily in the available time,
even with Q - 25-30.

The slow retrograde rotation of Venus still requires a

special mechanism, of course, probably involving its atmosphere 8 ' 9 ' 10 •

Note

that Earth remains little affected because r 6 is 7 times as large for it as for
Venus, neatly separating their behaviour.
Mercury would spin down completely within a few million years for any
reasonable Q -- not to synchronous rotation, however, but to an asymptotic

5

(

rotation state 1n which the tidal torque averaged over its eccentric orbit
was zero 11 •

Since Mercury must then have been partially or perhaps almost

entirely molten (See also item 5.), it surely could not have been rigid enough
to sustain the permanent deformation needed to lock it into the 3:2 spin-orbit
resonance now observed 7 • 11 •

The calculated asymptotic spin rate 1s model de-

pendent but generally not far from 3:2 resonance for eccentricities similar to
the present value.

It would have remained close to that resonance as the Sun

lost mass, for as Mercury spiraled slowly outward to a larger, longer period
orbit the tidal torque would have increased its rotation period correspondingly.
After some tens of millions of years Mercury would have cooled and acquired a
permanent deformation
torque acting on it.

probably aided in the latter by the still strong tidal
It may not be worthwhile to attempt detailed calculations

at this time because of the difficulty of modeling tidal torques reliably, but
the conditions resulting from solar mass loss would certainly have affected the
capture of Mercury in spin-orbit resonance.
3.

Strong early pseudo Poynting-Robertson effect.
In the present solar system the Poynting-Robertson (P-R) effect 12 • 13 is

weak; for a standard constant-mass solar model, which is a little less luminous when young, the effect would have been even weaker in the past.
integrated effect would have sufficed to make objects of radius

~

The

2 meters and

density 3 ~ cm- 3 spiral in to the Sun from an initial distance of 1 AU within
4600 Myr, the solar system age.

The present solar wind

(m - 3 x

causes a pseudo P-R effect 14 of just about half that strength.

Io-l4 M yr- 1 )
8

Neither effect,

at current rates, would have had major consequences for solar system evolution.
For the mass-losing solar models described here the results are very
different.

The initial P-R effect, although stronger than at present by a

6

factor of (L 0 /M 0 )= (15/2), still causes only m1nor effects.

The initial

mis

over 10 5 times the present value, however, giving a powerful pseudo P-R effect.
The consequences are dramatic.

Objects up to at least tens of kilometers in

size would be swept from the inner solar system into the Sun in the first few
hundred million years, and only the largest bodies would escape significant
effects on their orbits.
To gain quantitative understanding we must integrate the pseudo P-R
effect over a time interval during which there are large changes in the Sun's
mass and in its mass loss rate.
case.

This is easily done for the following special

Consider a spherical body of radius s and density p, moving with speed

v in a (nearly) circular orbit of radius r about the Sun, which has mass M and

•
is losing mass at the rate m

=

-dM/dt via an isotropic wind.

The orbit's

radius changes both because the Sun's gravitational field changes and because
the wind exerts a force on the body with a tangential retarding component.
Assume the wind at the orbit radius is moving radially outward with speed
u - ve

= v/2;

the wind density is then

p

w

= m/4nr 2u.

Under the conditions of

interest the mean free path of atoms in the wind 1s large compared to s, so
the collisions of these atoms with the body will be treated as independent
events.
F =

p

w (v

Assume these collisions are elastic, giving a force on the object

2 + u 2 )(ns 2 ) = m(v 2 + u2 )ns 2 /4nr 2 u.

Equating the rate of change of

·
' s or b 1ta
. 1 angu 1 ar momentum to -rF [v/(v 2 + u 2 ) 1 12 ], rearrang1ng,
·
the obJect
and integrating g1ves

2 1 2
where it has been assumed that [1 + (v/u) J / course gives Mr

= M0 r 0

11:5-

constant.

This of

=constant for very large bodies (e.g., the Earth), as

7

it should.

It 1s instructive to rewrite Equation (2) as

(r/r)
0

=

(M /M){l- (s /s)[l- (M/M ) 3 ]} 1 12 ,
c

0

(3)

0

where

(4)
1s a critical radius that indicates the size scale for strong effects.
jects with s

> sc

Ob-

will never · fall into the Sun, even if its mass approaches

zero; objects much smaller than s c spiral into the Sun rather rapidly.

Figure

2 shows (r/r 0 ) as a function of time for various ratios (s/sc) with Model B.
With proper adjustment of the time scale, the curves would be the same for any
model having M0

=

2.

The early solar wind may not have been isotropic.

If rapid rotation was

important in facilitating mass loss, as suggested by Willson et al. 1 , one
would expect enhancement of the wind density toward the Sun's equatorial
plane, hence also in the ecliptic plane.

Define an enhancement factor b such

that the mass flux in the equatorial plane is pwu

= b(m/4nr 2 ).

Then both the

second term on the right of Equation (2) and the critical radius sc (Equation
4) must be multiplied by b.

The value b

=

5 seems rather modest, requiring

only a broad equatorial lobe, but it would have impressive consequences.

Some

represe ntative values are shown in Table 1.
As the Sun's mass decreased and the Earth spiraled outward, the Earth's
orbit would have been crossed by great numbers of smaller objects which were
either spiralling inward or moving outward more slowly than the Earth.
effect is illustrated in Figure 2.

This

In this way the Earth and the Moon would

have experienced bombardment by objects of sizes up to tens of kilometers

8

which originated 1n a wide range of orbits larger than the Earth's.

The

bombardment rate would have been high initially but would have approached
zero after several hundred million years as the Sun's mass asymptotically
approached its present value and the wind became very weak.
would have occurred for the other terrestrial planets.

A similar effect

That such a

bombardment did in fact occur is well established by the historical record on
the Moon's surface.
A complete calculation of the resulting bombardment rate would be very
difficult, requiring both a knowledge of the initial density of objects
throughout the solar system, as a function of their size and position, and an
adequate treatment of their interactions with each other and with the planets.
A useful first approximation can be obtained, however, by making simple assumptions about the distribution and ignoring the interactions.

Such calculations

have been made for the relative bombardment rate as a function of time for
objects of a specified size.

Although other factors do have some effects, the

dominant term in all reasonable cases is the solar mass loss rate; since ~
decreases exponentially in the models considered here, the bombardment rate
does also.

For t

~

400-1000 Myr (i.e. 4200-3600 Myr before present), the

calculated bombardment rate for Model B has a half life
the half life increases

from~

150 to

~

250 Myr.

~

130 Myr; for Model C

The results for Model C

appear to agree particularly well with the values deduced for the Moon 15 •
The consequences of a powerful early pseudo P-R effect may also help solve
some of the persistent difficulties in modeling the accretion of the terrestrial planets.

It guarantees encounters between objects of different s1zes

from a wide range of initial orbits, as illustrated in Figure 2, even without
substantial orbital eccentricities.

Moreover, it appears to ensure that the

9

few largest "seeds" among the early planetesimals will move outward most
rapidly, sweep up additional material and grow most rapidly, and quickly become
totally dominant in all further accumulation.

The formation of a few large,

well separated major planets may thus be an inevitable result.

Much of the

material acquired in the later accretion will in fact have come from initially
remote regions, so may have significantly different composition from earlier
. 16 , 1nc
. 1ud.1ng 1ncrease
.
d vo 1 at1. 1es, wh.1ch wou ld contr1. b ute to t h e
mater1al
Earth's oceans and secondary atmosphere.
4.

Higher early planet surface temperatures.
Standard stellar evolution theory predicts that the Sun's initial lumi-

nosity should have been about 30% less than its present value.

Models of the

Earth's climate indicate that a reduction of as little as 5-10% in the present
solar radiation would trigger runaway glaciation which would not be relieved
even by a return to the present radiation leve1 17 • 18 •

Yet geological evidence

shows no glaciation during the first half of Earth's history; in fact conditions were generally warmer in early times than now 19 • 20 •

The most widely

favored ·solution to this "faint early sun problem" is a strong greenhouse effeet through much of Earth's history, due to an abundance of atmospheric

co 2 •

The problem is complex, however, and it is not yet clear how large a role the

co 2

greenhouse effect may have played in it 17 • 18 • 21 •

In any case the

consequences of solar mass loss would greatly change the picture.
The mass-loss hypothesis predicts much warmer early conditions because the
Sun was then more massive and luminous and the Earth's orbit was smaller.

As

an approximate indication of the temperatures that might be expected, Figure 3
compares the radiative equilibrium temperature of a spherical blackbody with

10

uniform surface temperature at the Earth's distance from the Sun, r = (1/M) AU,
for Models A, B, and C.

Model A clearly shows the faint early sun effect; B

and C give the expected high early temperatures.

Model B approaches the lumi-

nosity of the constant-mass model so rapidly, however, that it gives little
elevation of the temperature during most of geological history (roughly the
last 4000 Myr).

A satisfactory temperature curve is not obtained by simply

increasing the time constant - in B; moreover the rapid early mass loss rate of
B is required in order to fit various other phenomena.

Model C was designed to

illustrate how easily the mass loss rate can be tailored to give more suitable
temperatures by combining the rapid early mass loss needed to fit other effects
with a plausibly slower decay in the later mass loss rate.

There probably is

no direct geological evidence to confirm or reject the high temperatures predicted during the first 300 Myr.

For all later times, however, a model similar

to C, supplemented by a very modest greenhouse effect, appears likely to give
results in good agreement with the geological record.
Similar considerations would apply to the climate of Mars, where there is
much evidence of flowing liquid, presumably water, in earlier times 22 •

It has

been suggested 23 , 24 that the higher temperature and greater atmospheric pressure needed to make this possible could have resulted from an early, much denser
atmosphere which was rich in
subsurface rock 25 , 26 •

co 2 •

Most of that

co 2

presumably is now fixed in

With a constant-mass faint early Sun, however, a very

strong greenhouse effect would have been required.
the result much more easily.

Mass-losing Model C g1ves

Note that if the temperatures of Figure 3 are

divided by fT:52 so as to correspond to the position of Mars (roughly a shift
downward of 60-70 degrees), Model C alone would give suitable temperatures for
a period of at least 100 Myr, say around 4200 Myr before present; with a
moderate greenhouse effect as well, that period might have been much extended.
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For the climate of Venus, the mass-losing models make the present extreme
conditions inevitable.

A very high early surface temperature plus the strong

solar wind would have removed any primordial atmosphere.

Unlike the Earth

and Mars, a high enough surface temperature would have continued through the
time when a secondary atmosphere containing
all water in the vapor phase.

co 2

and H2o was developing to keep

Photolysis of H2o by the copious ultraviolet

radiation from the hot early. Sun, with rapid escape of the resulting hydrogen,
would have eliminated almost all H2o.

Under these conditions (high

temperature, no water) there would be no mechanism for fixing
rocks, as occurred on Earth, so a dense

co 2

co 2

in crustal

atmosphere and a runaway

greenhouse effect resulted.
5.

Vaporization and loss of .aterial froa Mercury.
Initial conditions at the position of Mercury would have been extreme,

approaching very closely the limit at which a planet could have survived.
In an orbit half its present size around the 2 M8

,

15 Le' 9200 K early Sun,

Mercury would have been exposed to intense radiation, much of it in the ultraviolet.

At perihelion the radiative equilibrium temperature of its surface

would have been 1980 K at the subsolar point and above 1800 K (the approximate
melting point of MgSi0 327 ) wherever the solar zenith angle was less than 46.5°,
or 31% of the sunlit hemisphere's area.

Vaporization of silicates at such

temperatures could produce a tenuous atmosphere with an equilibrium vapor pressure of a few

~bars,

but ionization and further heating by UV solar radiation,

together with the strong solar wind, would rapidly remove the material from the
planet.

Calculations to be described below indicate that much of Mercury's

presumed initial rocky mantle would have been removed in this way in 10-20 Myr.

12

Such extensive mass loss would in fact be consistent with our knowledge
of the planet.

The density and mass of Mercury indicate that 60-70% of its

present mass must be iron 6 • 28 , a remarkably high and puzzling value.

It has

been pointed out by Cameron 29 that this could have resulted if Mercury formed
with a more normal iron abundance, then differentiated, and finally lost a
large part of its mantle, leaving its iron core surrounded by a rather thin
rocky shell.

Cameron proposed that the mass loss occurred while the fully

formed Mercury was still immersed in the solar nebula, which became heated by
turbulence to- 3000-3500 K, causing vaporization and loss of the planet's
surface material on a time scale of- 104 years.

The mechanism described here

accomplishes the same result, but in a quite different way and with a time
scale of- 10 7 years.

Note that it operates after clearing of the solar nebula

and thus fits naturally into the picture of terrestrial planet formation by
collisions of large planetesimals in a gas-free region4 •
How rapidly must this mechanism remove material from Mercury?

A total

mass loss of 2.5 x 10 26 gm would suffice to increase the iron content from
an initial value of 37-38% (about that of Earth 6 ) to a final value of ~ 66%.
Most of this mass loss would occur in the first 10- 20 Myr because the decreasing solar mass causes decreasing solar luminosity and increasing orbit
s1ze, hence rapidly decreasing the planet surface temperature and vaporization
rate.

An average mass loss rate of- 4 x 10 11 gm s-l for 20 Myr, or an initial

rate at least twice that, i.e. 8 x 10 11 gm s- 1 , is therefore required.
Could the required mass loss rate be achieved?

The vaporization rate has

been calculated as follows for a simplified model which initially has a mass
of 5.8 x 10

26

gm (i.e. the present mass plus 2.5 x 10 26 gm) and a radius of

13

3200 km.

It is assumed that the temperature at each point on its surface is

equal to the radiative equilibrium temperature for a black (or grey) surface
there.

The equilibrium vapor pressure is then calculated using the expres-

sion given by Schick 30 for the total vapor pressure of Sio 2 below 2000 K:
log p = 14.746- 26335/T, with p in dynes cm- 2
(See also the careful measurements of Centolanzi and Chapman 31 for tektite glass, which gave results
very close to Schick's.)

The rate per unit area at which mass enters the

vapor phase is calculated from this using the standard kinetic theory
expression 31 • 32 , (dm/dt) = ap IM/2nRT, with a= 0.7, and the total vaporization rate is obtained by integrating this over the sunlit hemisphere.

Finally,

the average value for a complete orbit is obtained by carrying out a time
integration around the orbit.

The value thus calculated is 12 x 10 11 gm s- 1 ,

or about 1.5 times the estimated mass loss rate required.

The precise value

obtained should not be taken too seriously because there are numerous assumptions and uncertainties involved, but the calculation does strongly suggest
that this mechanism would work.
The rate of mass loss would not be limited by the energy available.

At

the subsolar point at perihelion, where the vaporization rate is greatest, the
energy flux required for dissociation and vaporization (using Cameron's value 29 ,
Lvap = 1.54 x 10 11 erg gm- 1 ) would be about 3% of the incident radiation flux;
at cooler places, where the vaporization rate is much lower, it would be less.
An additional 2% or less of the incident radiation would heat all the vaporized gas enough to give an rms molecular speed equal to the escape speed,
thus ensuring rapid loss from the planet.

The solar wind would also be effec-

tive in sweeping away the gas, further ensuring the rapid removal of vaporized
material.

It seems clear that vaporization would be the prinicpal rate con-

trolling process.

14

If this picture is correct, the very existence of Mercury 1n its present
orbit places tight constraints on the initial mass of the Sun.

A more massive

early Sun, with correspondingly greater luminosity and smaller planet orbits,
would g1ve higher surface temperatures and much higher vaporization rates for
Mercury.

An initial solar mass of 2.1 M9

,

for example, gives a calculated

vaporization rate 10 times that for 2.0 Me , which would almost surely have
destroyed Mercury.
effect.

A much lower initial mass would of course give little

It seems unlikely on this basis that the Sun's initial mass could

lie outside the range 1.95-2.05 Me.
The existence of Mercury so close to the apparent innermost possible orbit
must also hold important lessons about the way such a planet is formed and the
ways in which its orbit evolves.

These are being studied.

Acknovledge.ents:

The possibility and the importance of main-sequence mass loss of the kind
referred to here were suggested by L. A. Willson.

T. Beach first recognized

that extensive vaporization of Mercury should be among the consequences, and
A. Kracher pointed out the significance of this for Mercury's composition
before we became aware of Cameron's work.
results in advance of their publication.

J. Guzik provided solar modeling

I have profited from stimulating

discussions with all of the above and with C. Struck-Marcell.
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Table 1

Pseudo Poynting-Robertson effect:

critical object radius vs. initial position

Calculated from Equation (4) for bodies of mean density 3.0 gm cm- 3 ,
with M0

=

2.0.

b = 1:

isotropic wind

b = 5:

equatorial wind density 5 x mean value

Critical object radius, s c..
b = 1
b = 5

Object initially
in vicinitx of:

roMo

154 km

0.387 AU

Mercury

770 km

Venus

o. 723

44

220

Earth

1.00

23

115

Mars

1.523

10

50

Asteroid belt

2.0

5.8

29

3.0

2.6

12.8

4.0

1.4

7.2

Note:

for the early Earth, s/sc

..

500

100
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Figure Captions

Figure 1:
Integrated solar tidal torque for Models A, B, and C, expressed as the
time required for a constant 1 M8 Sun to give the same integrated torque.
shown, in dashed lines:

Also

the values required for complete spindown of Venus

from an initial rotation period of 12 hours.
Figure 2:
Pseudo Poynting-Robertson effect for objects in (almost) circular orbits
around the mass-losing Sun of Model B:

orbit radius r vs. time for objects of

var1ous sizes, s/sc' all of which have the same initial orbit radius, r 0
shown:

the orbit radius for a model Earth (s/sc

=

Also

•

500) starting at 0.7 r 0

,

to

illustrate the intersection of its orbit with many others.
Figure 3:
Radiative equilibrium temperature vs. time for a small spherical blackbody
at the Earth's distance from the Sun for Models A, B, and C.
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Mass Loss on the Main Sequence
l..
A~tronomy

A. W1 t

li. H. t3owen, & C. Str·uck-Marcet
Physics Department, Iowa State Universlty

l~;on",

~rooram,

The hypothesis is advanced that stars on the main sequence
in the pulsation instability strip lose mass at rates in excess
of l 0

-9

M<!/year and thus evo ., ve down the main sequence.

The mass

loss rate is expected to diminish steeply when the convective
surface layers become substantial.

As a result, a significant

fraction of early G stars in populations more than 10 9 years old
were A stars when they commenced core hydrogen burning.

Among

other consequences, such mass loss wil 1 cause some clusters to
appear much older than they are, suggesting a resolution to the
apparent conflict between current estimates for the ages of
globular clusters and other recent determinations of
the qataxy and the universe.

th~

age of

This hypothesis leads to an

explanation for blue stragglers, has implications for the
chemical evolution of our galaxy, and alters the mass function of
stars on the main sequence.

We also suggest that the sun was

such a star, arriving on the main sequence with M
.
tos1ng
t h e excess over

-IU-~

= 2M9

and

years.

Mass to ss from stars to the interstet tar medium is
uo i qu 1t .ous.

In some cases the mass loss can be very large and

have major effects on the stars' evolution.
wlth M <

1~

M~

However, for stars

wh1ch are on the main sequence -- in other words,

for mo s t of the I ifet1me of most stars -- the typical mass loss
rate appears to be very smal I.

•
(For the present solar wind, M

~

•v1sit1nq fet tow lY8~ - 86 at the Canadian Institute for
Theoretical Astrophysics & Astronomy Department, University ot
"ioronto on faculty Improvement Leave from Iowa Stat e University.

I,_,- I ''

r1

'~'

1

vr- .

It"

l

1s un1versa1 IV assumed that mass

loss ror such

q-c-ars can -rnerefore oe neqtected in evolutionary calculations.
we

suqqes~

stars

~rom

of~

1ves on the

tnat 1n tact significant mass loss does occur
1-2.~

~~~n

M@ durinq at

least the early part of their

sequence. As we shal
. -9

loss ra-c-es are 1n thE; ranqe lU

rna~<;.

nPIOW

aoou't

~rac't1on

jM~,

'this 1s sufficient

arque below, Plausible

1

't.o

to

10

-t:s

M(!l/yr;

for stars

remove a substantial

or tne star ' s mass before the star evolves oft the main

Plausibi 1 ity and Mechanisms for the Proposed Mass Loss
Observational constraints (discussed below) together with
~ne

substantial mechan1ca1 enerqy ftux requiremen-rs

o~

the winds

are consistent with the assumption that the mass loss occurs in
~ne

req1on wnere the "Cepheid instabi I ity strip" intersects t .he

mAin sequence. from early A to mid

~

spectral types.

Main

seauence stars 1n "thiS ranqe include the obviously pulsatinq 6
::,clJ'tl st.ars.
r

stars are

"the cri't1ca1

Also the averaqe rotation velocities of A and early
c:~evera

1 hundred km/ s,

i . e. a suostant i a 1 fraction ot

velocitY a't which rotat1on atone can drive destruc-

T 1 ve rat.es of mass 1oss.

We propose that the main sequence mass

1oss 1s driven bY a combination of pulsation and rapid rotation;
tne pulsation provide s the necessary mechanical energy flux, and
the raPid rotation

~aci

1 itates mass

loss.

While our experience

w1tn atmosPheric models for putsatinq stars sugqests that
Pulsation wi 1 t be effe ct ive in orivinq mass loss under these
cona1't1ons (Wi 1 lson &

~owen

1985,

IY86), the details of the

mechanism - - osc1 1 tation modes, effects of rotation, role of

m~~net1c

~lelds

-- Wl 11 require cons1derao1e theoretical

lnVPS"tlqatlOn.
assumea mass

Here, we present simple arguments ,justifying our

loss rates, based on the observed properties ot pre-

rna in sequence ana younq rna 1n sequence stars .

• from a star with an
ar1vc a w1na with a mass loss rate M

~o

es c ape velocity v

e

requires a m1nimum energy

~lux

into the wind

or
q,

( J )

m1n

wnere v

.

•

lM)

(M/4nR.,

2_

)

v

2_

e

/'L

·r his

1s the escape velocity at the stellar radius R.,.

e

m·n1mum enerqy rlux provides the qravitational potential enerqy

=

tnat. IS needed to 11ft tne mater1al t o r

oo•

'

to qive v

00

to allow for radiative losses wi 11 require more enerqy.

> 0 and

However

'tYPICal terminal Wind velocities are < -v • increasinq the
e
necessary enerqy flux oy onlY a factor <- 2; and radiative losses
can oe constra 1nea t>v a 1 rcct observat. ion.
Assuminq that the enerqy whtch arives the wino comes
otrectly or 1nairectly from the stellar luminous enerqy flux,

=

L tot

L raa + LM• > LM•.

be ar1ven - 1

tn

< U</M >

M

l i )

w

¢>

L.

1naependent of the mechanism - ==

L ,. 1 4nR,.

);year,

\!

lhus the maximum mass loss rate which can

2

=

¢>

.

m1n

(

is qiven by Equation

•
Th1s translates to M

M) •

wnere L. k. ana Mare the stel Jar luminosity,

raa1us, ana mass tn units of the solar Llt.J, R , and M@.
8

M~

~

For a 2

zero-aqe main sequence star, L- 15 and R- 1.5, giving

posslble mass loss rates up to -

3

10 -

7

M@/year -- more than

f1fty times larqer than the mass loss rates which we propose

4

act uf3

1 1v

occur.

Younq f

ana G main sequence stars have observed

(coronal I X-ray fluxes
L

Assuming Lx

<~

0.1

.,
.:
<
4nr
•mecn• the observed fluxes may be interpreted as
corona

implying mecnan1ca1 energy fluxes that are I to 10% of the
lumtnous f tux,
tne ste I 1ar

confirming tnat the transport of this fraction of

I umi nos i ty into the at.mosphere in the form of'

mechanical energy aoes occur along the relevant portion of the
main sequence.
Tne fact that the late A and early F stars snow
SlQnificantly smaller LxiL. than the young G stars may then be
interpreted in two ways:
enerqy fluxes · •

(a) they have much smaller mechanical

· or t b)
mecn'

~

mecn

1s being channeled into mass

toss rather tnan heating ana radiative losses for these stars.
wn i 1e t .he f 1 rst a 1ternat i ve nas been common 1y assumed, the second
atternat1ve is more I ikely to apply for the A ana F stars which
fa I 1 in the instabi 1 ity strip.
-- -

Lt. I

strip.

large mechanical energy fluxes

ar f! expected for stars in the i nst.ab i I i ty

-

Nonlinear models of pulsating main sequence late A stars

show an excess of driving over damping for reasonable amplitudes;
~tel

linqwerf

(1~79)

suqgested that damping in the atmosphere and

wind might be required to avert a "main sequence catastrophe" for
these stars.

This is also consistent with the observation that

at least some 6 Scuti stars have shock waves in their lower
atmospt"leres (Uravins, Lind, & Sarg 1977);
enerqy fluxes are- •L·
Dziembowski

derived mechanical

It is now cornmon l y supposed (t-o l I owing

1979) that tne reason that the mid-A to late F stars

on the rna in sequence are not a 1 I pu I sating w i t .h enormous
arnot itude

is that the energy is partitioned among a number of

moaes, raa1a1 and non-radial.

This does not necessarily reduce

bY mucn the total energy flux which wi I I propagate into the
atmosphere, however, and the simultaneous presence of a number of
modes may actually increase the efficiency with which the
mechanical enerqy is channeled into mass loss.
The mass loss rates Deeded to alter the evolution of stars
witn in1tia1 masses - 2

M~

can be provided by the conversion ot a

tew percent of the stellar luminous enerqy flux into mass loss.
Jnat tne conversion of at least a few percent of the luminous
tlux into mechanical enerqy occurs is proven by the observed Xray fluxes of young F and G stars.

Pulsation is expected to qive

r1se to mechanical energy fluxes in the A and F stars which are
qu1te larqe enough, and pulsation also makes the efficient
conversion of tnis enerqy flux into the gravitational potential
ana Kinetic energy of mass loss more I ikely.

•

There are very few A stars for which winds with M > 10
M~/Yr

-9

nave been detected, and those which have such winds have

tyoical ly been class1fied as pre- main sequence objects.

lf most

stars which reach the main sequence in this mass range typical Jy
lose up to one solar mass, should not this mass loss have been
detected?

There are three reasons why these winds would be

difficult to detect:

(l) tne expected wind temperature is -10 6 K,

wnere X ray fluxes are moderate but also I ine signatures in the
accessible visible and UV spectral regions are scarce;

(2) the

expected wind velocity is hiqh; and (3) the rapid mass loss phase
is snort I ived, and the stars with the largest mass loss rates

6

w1

1 1

0t: rwr

oe round embeddea in younq clusters with HI I regions and
neDu 1os 1ty to comp 1 i catc t t1e

observation~.

rne commonly usea methods for detecting mass loss depend on
tal the optical deptn,

i.e. the column density, oF the wind,

2
•
<><M/v;
or (b) tne emission measure, JN dV
e

«

•
2
(M/v) .

lhus For a

q 1 ven method of detect. ion the mini mum mass loss rate detectab ·1 e
The wind velocity

1s proportional to the velocity of the wind.

1s quite general ty within a Factor oF two oF the stel tar escape
velocity.

Warm winos from giants with flow velocities

~25-~0

Km/s are observaole oy current techniques for mass loss rates
For the main sequence
stars. expected outflow velocities are ten times higher,
tnat only mass toss rates in excess of 10
nave been not1ced.

-8

implying

M /yr are likely to
0

for the main sequence mass loss we do not

expect very dusty winos, although the IRAS detection of infrared
excesses ind1catinq disks around Vega,
stars (Aumann

1985;

a

Pic and other early A

Sadakane & Nishida 1986) suggest that this

possibl 1 ity snould not be dismissed completely.

·r ne cases where we are most I ike I y to detect. the mass loss
are cases where the mass flux is high, and the resulting wind
temperature is low;

in this case, the atmospheric density

structure wi I 1 be sufficiently altered to give us the impression
that we are dealing with an abnormal or pre-main sequence object.
lhe Herbig Ae stars, a number oF which show P Cygni profiles
inaicative of mass loss <Finkenzel ler & Mundt 1985), have been
classiFied as pre-main sequence stars on the basis oF their
apparent location above/to the right of the main sequence.
. d
However, the values v w1n

~

370-500 kmjs, M

=

2.5-3.0

M~,
~:.~

R

=

7
~.S-3.3

loq L/L

R~,

0

=

1.8 -2.0 quoted by Praderie et. al.

for AB Aur are normal main sequence values.

( 1986)

We suspect that some

it not all of the Herbig Ae stars are young main sequence stars
currently underqoing heavy mass loss.

Althouqh most stars,

I ike the sun,

have mass loss rates

c onsiderably less than the maximum possible rate, t .here are some
SLars which appear to have mass loss rates close to this I imit.
Radio observations of a number of pre-main sequence stars (Cohen,
Beiq i nq & Schwartz 1982) give wind energy fluxes comparable to
the luminou s energy flux on the assumption of isotropic flow.
Wrli 1 e the tota 1 mass I oss rat.e would be lower i r the f 1ow is
confined to a smal 1 so l id angle,

it would sti 11 be necessary for

the driv1nq mechanism over at least that portion of the star to
be extremely efficient.

Observations of T Tauri star

" c hromospheres" and winds show that the winds are cool and
relatively dense (Mundt
from these
Snel

I

-IM~

(1~82)

1~84),

consistent with large mass fluxes

objects (Imhoff & Giampapa, 1983).

Edwards and

also concluded on the basis of momentum conservation

in req i ons where winds from 1-3

M~

pre-main sequence stars are

colliding with nearby clouds of material that typical mass loss

The proposed mass loss may be considered simply as an
extension to the main sequence of the observed pre-main sequence
wind s . Hartmann (1~83) derives a model forT Tau with M ~ 3
M8 Jvr by scaling a

1M@

Alfven-wave model, using

M~

10-B

2
R ; we can

reverse the process to find possible main sequence mass loss

8

rates <-10- 8 M.fyr
from observed pre-main sequence rates
~
-

__

<-IU

.,

M~;yr.

Wn1 le there is st1 1

considerable debate about the

nature of the drivinq mechanism for the pre-main sequence winds,
tnere is no compe 1 1 i nq reason to assume that it. stops being
effective as soon as the stellar core commences hydrogen burning.
UY?r->e.lt and. .eowQ.It .eA..mA...t-6 ort ma-6-612.-6 ot. -6.ta.Jt..6 exr->ec.tec:i .to have.
-6ub-6.tan.tA..a.e maA..n -6e.quence.- ma.-6-6 .eo-6-6

Accordinq to our hypothesis, the maximum mass of stars
undergoing main-sequence mass loss due to pulsation is the mass,
M • of a star tnat arrives on the main sequence at the blue edge
1
of the instabi 1 ity strip.

This in turn depends on Z (which

affects the mass-luminosity relation) and on Y (which affects
Doth the location of the blue edge in the HR diagram and the
mass-luminosity re1at1on

Cox, King and Tabor 1973).

The mass

loss process is expected to end at M when (a) the pulsation is
2
no longer able to dr1ve mass toss efficiently

(due to decreasing

amplitude and/or a cnanqe in the mode(s) at the red edge of the
instabi ., ity strip) and/or (b) strong, dynamo-generated magnetic
fields develop.

Magnetic fields wil I both provide stronger

rotational oraKing and directly inhibit mass loss by forming
closed loops.

The observed red edge of the 6 Scuti strip is -F2,

although non-radial pulsation persists down to and including the
sun.

Based on observational constraints to be discussed below,

we suspect that the mass loss rate decreases by perhaps an order
of magnitude as the star moves out of the classical

instability

strip, but persists at a rate sufficient to keep the star moving
down the main sequence until strong magnetic fields develop and
magnetic braKing occurs.

The development of strong localized

magnetic fields is believed to be a result of the presence of a
sufficiently massive convective envelope; the mass of the
convective envelope is a very steep function of stet Jar effective
temperature in theoretical models (Baker 1968).
Stronq, dynamo-qenerated

ma~netic

fields are often presumed

to be present in stars on the main sequence up to -A4 (see e.g.
Rosner, Golub & Vaiana 1985), to account for the presence of
coronae on the assumption that Alfven waves provide the necessary
mechanical enerqy flux.

However for the A and F stars pulsations

are equally capable of producing coronae, without the necessity
of postulatinq strong magnetic fields.

Theoretically, magnetic

dynamos are not expected to be efficient for spectral types
earlier than -F5 or so;

observational ty, there is no direct

evidence for dynamo-generated magnetic fields in stars much
earlier than spectral type G (Linsky 1986).
The mass M at which the surface convection zone reaches its
2
critical value for the onset of maqnetic activity depends on the
composition of the star; for a reasonable range of helium
abundances, M is most sensitive to the metal abundance, Z. The
2
solar convection zone contains -2"/. of Me (Guzik et. a l. 1986); we
shall next argue that the assumption that M2 is the mass that
qives M
cz

- .01

. Q ..'?

M*

leads to a picture that is consistent

with a range of observational constraints.

10

Consequences or Main Sequence Mass Loss
The Sun

tvo1ut1onary models for the sun including mass loss rrom an
init1a1

ma~s

~

2M@ have been calculated for several prescriptions

for the mass loss rate (Guzik, Wi I lson & Brunish 1986).
models Wlth

L=L~,

R=R

0

For

and M=MQ at an age of 4.6 10 9 years the

internal temperature and density distributions are very close to
of standard moaels. To match the present solar luminosity

~nose

at the aqe of the solar system with a model
mass1ve ana high lumino5ity phase requires a
abundance and
concentration.

produce~

including an early
lower initial He

a current model with a higher central He

Mass-losing models have in common with standard

models a predicted overproduction of neutrinos.

It is noteworthy

that as these models evolve down the main sequence from 2M@ to
IM~

they follow very closely the empirical main sequence mass-

luminosity relation (e.g. from Haoets & Heintze 1981).
In solar models with early mas s

loss, the present surface

material was in it ially inside the star and was subjected to
I
1>10 K

for a time that depends on the assumed mass loss law (a

few time~ 10 8 years for the cases we have considered).

This

would have eliminated the primordial Li and Be, and would have
erased alI memory of the initial He 3 in the present surface
layer.

Guzik et al. nave proposed that coronal and flare

spallation Following the epoch of rapid mass loss, together with
processing at 2 10 6 K at the base of the convection zone, has
produced tne currently observed solar abundances of Li 6 , Li 7 and
Be 7 ;

they discuss the cosmological

implications of this altered

11

interpretation oF light element abundances. The mass losing
models have CN processed material extending to
w1th

<~0.2

M~

i n standard models;

~0.5

M , compared
8

this provides a possible

explanation For the presence of CN processed material on the
surfaces of subgiants and giants well before standard theory
predicts that sucn material should be dredged up.

If the early Sun was indeed a more massive star there would
nave been dramatic consequences for the early solar system
oecause oF the Sun's stronger gravity, greater luminosity, and
higher

e~fective

temperature and because of the strong solar

wind.

Calculations have been carried out and will be reported

elsewhere <Bowen 1986) for a number of effects.

Although the

results often differ strikingly from those predicted by
conventional stellar evolution theory, none appears to be
incon s istent with observations.

In fact the effects seem likely

to help resolve various persistent problems related to the solar
system,

includinq the t1dal spindown oF Venus, the intense early

bombardment of the Moon, the warm climate of the early Earth and
Mars, and the exceptionally high iron content of Mercury.

We

interpret this as giving indirect support to the main-sequence
ma s s-los s hypothesis as well as new insight into solar s ystem
evolution.
Tne effects that have been studied provide useful and fairly
tight constraints on the parameters characterizing the zero-age
main-sequence sun.

SatisFactory results are obtained in all

cases from the same set of initial values:

M

~

2.0 M@, L

=

14-15

1£'

10

~

the mass loss process of

-'3

M /yr,
9

2 10 8 years.

and a time constant tor
These values are

entirely consistent with those found from quite independent
considerations in this paper.

After an elapsed time

~M

1 ;M 0 , most of the stars which

reacned the main sequence between

M

1

and

M

2

wi

I 1

have reached

M ; this w1 I l appear to be the top of the main sequence.

2

M

Stars

above M1 , and stars in the instability strip which are inhibited
from los ing mass, for example because they are unusually slowly
rot.at i nq, w i I I appear to I i e above the rna in sequence turnoff.
This sugqests a natural explanation for the existence of
sometimes numerous blue stragglers in intermediate age clusters,
one which is consistent with the observed properties of these
star s (Wheeler 1979, Twarog & Tyson 1985).
typi cally have masses around

2-2.~M

These blue stragglers

0 , and can have masses more

than twice that of the apparent turnoff mass -- an observation
difficult to explain for most theories of blue stragglers.
However if the blue stragglers are those stars which do not lose
much or any mass, they can have any mass which wil I allow them to
remain on the main sequence at least until a significant gap has
developed (a few 10

8

to 10

9

years).

This hypothesis for the origin of blue stragglers is
consistent with the observation that these stars (a) tend to have
a high proportion of the slowly rotating Ap stars and (b) appear
to be indistinguishable from A and Ap stars which are not blue
stragglers (Mermi lliod 1982).

The fraction of the A stars which

13 .

are Ap stars increases with the age of the cluster (Abt 1985; Abt

& Cardona 1983), but this cannot be a consequence of the stars
soinning down to become Ap stars, since observations of the
distribution of rotation periods for Ap stars of different ages
indicate

1

ittle if any braking on the main sequence (North 1984).

What is observed is exactly what would be expected, however,

if

only the more rapidly rot-a ting A stars lose enough mass to become
F or G stars,
ex~l3nation

leaving the slowly rotating AP stars behind.

This

for the blue stragglers also accounts for the

anomalous binaries (Duncan 1984) where the age derived from the
brlghter component differs substantially from that derived from
the fainter star; most other explanations for blue stragglers are
unable to account for these binary cases.

Although the lifet1mes of stars are not much altered in our
picture (for the solar case, the required increase in the initial
H aoundance offsets the effects of the early high-luminosity
phases) we do find a dramatic effect of our proposed mass loss on
1.:11e determ i nat. ion of the ages of star c I usters.

The age of a

star cluster is usually determined by fitting a theoretical
isochrone to the stars near the top of the main sequence.

On our

hypothesis the maximum mass on the main sequence, the apparent
main sequence turn off mass, wil I be -M
anywhere between tms<M 1 > and tms<M 2 >

2

for clusters with ages
or about 2-10 10

9

year s

for the solar-composition example. Thus the usual means of
determining the ages of clusters wil 1 give incorrect results for
clusters in that age range.

Since M2 depends on the metallicity,

14

L,

thA apparent age of a cluster wi I I depend on Z and not on the

true aqe for ages between t
(M ) and t
(M~).
ms
1
ms c
Assuming that M is the mass at which the convection zone
2
oecomes the same fraction of the stellar mass or radius as is the
convection zone in the sun, and that the depth of the convection
zone is determined primarJ ly by the effective temperature (Cox &
GilJI i 1968), we can determine M2 as a function of Z from
tneoretical models.

The "apparent age" of a globular cluster

witr1 maximum main sequence

ma=·~;

M can then be computed by
2

sett ing M equal to the turnoff mass on a standard-model
2
isochrone.

The "apparent ages" deduced i n this fashion from the

isochrones of Ciardul lo and Demarque (1977)

for a wide range of

ste llar c ompositions are displayed in Figure 1.
solAr composition, M
2

~.8

If M2

=

1

for

for extremely metal deficient stars.

consequence of this is that all clusters with metal l icities less
tt)an a tent.h of t he solar value and ages more than a few times

10~ year s wi I I appear to be 14-18 10 9 years old.
Also indicated in Figure I is the range and the average
values of the ages and metal licities determined for qlobular
clusters, from Demarque (1980). and the age-metal licity relation
of Twarog (1980) for old disk stars.

The remarkable agreement

between the predictions and the observations suggests that it is
the metal licity,

i.e. M • and not the age which determines the
2

maximum mass on the main sequence for these stellar populations.
This i nterpret.at ion of the maxi mum main sequence masses in
globula r clusters may provide a means of reconciling apparent
globular cluster ages with other determinations which appear to

A
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imply a universe <~ 12 10~ years old:
Mould

1~86).

Hubble age (Aaronson &

age from nuclear chronometers (Fowler & Mefsl

1985),

and aqe from the low luminosity limit. on the white dwarfs (Van
Horn et a I 1987) .

This would allow alI the stars in the galactic

disk to be younger than -

5-7 10

9

years without having a

large

gap between the time of formation of the disk and the time of
formation of the youngest globular clusters.

We conclude that it

is possible that no stars in our galaxy are older than 7-10 10
years old.
c1us~ers

9

A new metnod for determining the ages of globular

w1 1 l need to be found,

if indeed it is mass loss, not

nuclear evolution, that is determining the "turnoff" mass.

lf the globular clusters are much younger than is usually
supposed, they should be also be deficient in red giants, since
tr1e red qiant.s wi II have had originally more massive, and less
numerous, main sequence progenitors than is usually assumed.

At

least some qlobular clusters do appear to be deficient in red
giants (Green

1~81).

The expected effect of main sequence,

instability strip,

mass loss on the main sequence mass functions of clusters is
sketched in figure 2.

Since the timescale for mass loss from the

middle and I ate A stars' is not much faster than the evo I uti onary
timescale, there is a "gap" in the main sequence mass function
only for clusters in a relatively narrow range of ages. Stars
above the gap lM>M ) and/or stars which linger within the gap
1

wi I I tend to be labeled blue stragglers after most of the stars
in the gap have moved to M .

2

The net effect, then,

is that the
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mass function for older clusters appears much steeper than the
initial mass function, and that the older cluster and field mass
runct1ons wi l I tend to show a peak

~1M@,

where the originally

more massive stars are added to t .he stars that arrived on the
main sequence near M =.IM@.

Such a peak has been identified in

the mass function for field stars (Scale, 1986).

An invest igation of the effects of main sequence mass loss
on the chemical evolution of the galaxy is in progress (StruckMarcel I & Guzik). The proposed mass loss affects chemical
evolution models in several ways:

(1)

there is a

large quantity

of relatively unprocessed material returned to the interstellar
medium on a timescale -

10 9 years;

(2 )

the observed metal

abundance vs. time is altered by the change in the dating of
clusters; and (3)
masse s <-M

1

stars which we expect to find in a range of

shift to -M .
2

This picture leads to a natural explanation for the failure
ot observational searches to find any Population III giants,
although a substantial number of Z=O stars must have existed to
provide the non-zero metal licities of even the most metal-poor
Pop.

II stars observed (see e.g. Caloi, Caputo & Castellani

1981).

masses

According to our hypothesis, most Pop.
~

M

2 <Z=O> <- 0.8

M~-

III stars now have

Since this mass is low enough that

relatively few of the stars will have exhausted their core
hydroqen supply, eve n with the early high- mass, high-luminosity
stage, virtually all the Pop.
sequence stars.

I 1 I stars wi 11 now be faint main

The only Pop.

III red giants we should expect
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to see would be the

~ew

that evolved from the (probably uncommon)

blue stragglers of that population.
1~

A Gap on

The~e

~he

Ma~n

Sequence?

Clear evidence for a deficiency of stars in the instability
strip in clusters or among field stars would provide strong
support for this hypothesis.

A compilation and detailed

discussion of such evidence is in preparation (Willson 1987);
here we wi 11 mention briefly some interesting examples.

For eel ipsing double-lined spectroscopic binaries it is
possible to derive the masses,

luminosities and radii of the

components and thus to restrict the sample to main sequence
objects.

~

igure 3 is an HR diagram based the data of Popper

for main sequence detached binaries.

(1~80)

These data show a

clear gap in the region between 2 . 0 and 2.3 M along the main
9
sequence.

A histogram of the masses of the components of such

binari e s from the mor e extensive
Heintze

(1~81)

I

ist published by Habets &

is presented in Figure 4.

In the latter data set

the qap between 2 and 2.3 M is much more pronounced than the gap
8
in spectral type, and the assigned spectral types for the stars
in these I ists includes roughly equal numbers of stars for each
spectral type from AO - FS, arguing that the gap is not due to
observational selection effects.

The blue edge of the

instability strip for young stars (Finkenzeller & Mundt 1984)
agree s with the 2 .3M@ (89/AO)
the

6

limit;

the observed red edge of

Scuti strip (Breqer 197S) coincides with the abrupt

increase in numbers per unit mass interval at 1.4 M
0

(~F2).
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There is a deficiency of main sequence A stars in the
maqnitude I imited sample of stars observed for the Michigan
Spectral Atlas (Houk JY78).

While the rapid variation of

spectral type with mass where convective envelopes become
important contributes to this gap

(~ohm-Vitense

& Canterna 1974),

if the temperature effect is eliminated by summinR up the number
of stars at each luminosi~y then a significant gap stil 1 remains.

According to our hypothesis there should also be a
deficiency of clusters with turnoff spectral types A and F.
qalactic clusters are young, with turnoff spectral types
Globular clusters have turnoff types

~Fa-early

G.

Most

~B8/B9.

There are

relatively few clusters with turnoff types in the A and early F
types;

these typically have blue stragglers of late B/early A

types (Mermi l 1 iod 1982).

A histogram or cluster types is thus

very similar to the histogram of stel Jar types; this similarity
is a coincidence in the standard picture, but is a natural
consequence of our hypothesis.
Conclusions
The hypothesis that stars with initial masses in the range
~J-2.~

Me lose substantial amounts of mass after they reach the

main sequence appears to be capable of resolving a number of
problems with our present understanding of stel Jar evolution.
Models with a history of substantial mass

loss are consistent

with constraints on the present sun, with the exception of the
predicted neutrino fluxes, and promise to solve a number of
problems associated with the early evolution of our solar system.
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The

1

•
im1ts on the mass loss process (M , M , maximum M,
2
1

timescale) expected theoretically and those derived From diverse
observational constraints agree very wei l.

The gap in the main

sequence required by our hypothesis appears to be consistent with
presently available data on field stars, on eclipsing binaries,
and on clusters, although much more detailed analyses wil I be
required before t .he existence of the mass- 1oss gap is confirmed.
While other explanations exist to account For these data, ours in
th~

only one that (

1)

specifies a priori that this gap must

coincide with the instaoility strip and (2) accounts for these
diverse data with a single explanation.
The consequences of the proposed main sequence mass loss
extend beyond stellar astrophysics: the chemical evolution of the
galaxy, the determination of astronomical ages. and in fact al 1
cons~raints

on cosmology based on stellar observations will be

profoundly affected.
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·lne re1at1on between the annarent age of a cluster

With a max1mum ma1n sequence mass equal to M , the mass at
2
wn1cn tne mass loss process stops, and the metal I icity of the
lhe Mi est1mates were derived from Ciardu l lo &

cluster.

isochrones, assuming M = the mass at
2
wn1ch the effective tempeFature is equal to that of the sun at
~ IU~ vears. lhe apparent aqe, A (in units of 10 9 years), is
Uemarque's theoretical

~nen

taKen to oe tn e aoe at which M is the mass o~ the b l uest
2
rnese computed apparent aqes are indicated oy the open

svmools

~or

0

Y

~or

three assumed Initial helium abundances:
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For comparison, the

respe c tive 1y .

averaoe "aoe" or qlobular clust.ers in the indica-tea ranqe ot L
was found from from
crosse-;;).

~1oure

fne nor 1zont:a

1

1

of Oemarque (1980 --

bar 1 nai

cate~.

Iaroe

the ranqe ot

met a l 1 lCltV of the clusters included in the average; the
vert 1ca 1 oar 1 na 1catec:; the tota 1 ranqe of quoted aqes.

For

tn ~ Averaoe at 100 L

10~

=

- 2.2, only c lusters older than 9

vears were 1nc1uaea in tne averaqe; the oriqinal plot also
. ~ years.
conta1nea a cluster at 4 1 U

F or tne older open

c 1u5ters and f 1 e 1d st.ars, the observed "aqe"-meta l I i c i tv
re1at1on for Y

=

. 2 ana .3. from Twaroq (1980) has also been

1nd1cated 1str1pca vertical bars).
f.i.9Y..t:Lf._:_

The mas s function,

i.e. the number of s tar s

in each

1nterva1 of tJ.IoqM as a function of loqM, for a representative
<~opul a tlon

1)

clus t er at different age s with a power law

1n1t1a1 mass function assuming initial mass loss rates 1-~
-Y
8
lU - M /Yr w1tn ~· - 1- 10 lU year.
At e acn time, the low ma s s
~~

M

11m1t 1s tne mass of a star just arrivinq on the main
sequence; th e turnaown at nigh mass indicates those stars
wn1ch are evolvinq ofr the main sequence.
is a 1 sp 1ac ed downward oy tJ.I oq N
tne previous time.

=

Each mass·function

1 from the mass tunct ion at.

flg~re ~

HR diagram of main-sequence detached double-lined

eclipsing binaries based on data from Popper (1980).
connects the two components of each binary system.

A 1 ine
Squares

indicate binaries with two components of equal mass, and stars
designate Am stars.

The position of the sun is indicated by

the semicircle along the temperature axis.

The apparent

turnoff of an older low mass population around log T
somewhat misleading, as

~he

evolved system both have M
Figure 4.

=

3.9 is

members of the apparently most

=

2.3 M .
0

Histogram of stellar masses for members of double-

lined spectroscopic eclipsing binary systems, from the
campi lation by Habets & Heintze.

Squares:

sequence stars; X: main sequence mass luminosity class IV;
Am stars;

S:

Sirius.

heavy dots:

normal main

luminosity but

luminosity class II I;

As Sirius has a

lM 0 white dwar f

m:

companion, which therefore presumably originated from a 5- 7 M
0
s tar, Sirius very 1 ikely accreted at least several tenths of a
solar mass during the companion's AGB mass loss phase.
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